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1. Chemical Bonding
Specific Objectives
 Predict valence electrons and valency of elements.
 Draw schematic diagram for formation of molecules.
1.1 Atomic Structure
 Definition of atom, Bohr's atomic model, structure of modern atom, characteristics of fundamental
particles of an atom, definition of atomic number, atomic mass number and their differences,
Isotopes and Isobars: Definitions, examples and distinction, applications of carbon and cobalt
isotopes. Orbits: Bohr's energy levels, sub-energy levels, s, p, d, f orbitals, shapes and description of
s-orbital and p-orbital. Distribution of electrons in orbitals : Definition of electronic configuration,
Aufbau's principle, Hund's rule, orbital electronic configurations (s, p, d, f) of elements having
atomic number 1 to 30.
1.2 Valency
 Definitions of valence electrons, valency.
 Definition of electrovalency, positive and negative electrovalency, formation of Electrovalent
compounds - MgO, CaC2
 Definition of covalency, single, double and triple covalent bonds, formation of Covalent
compounds H2O, CO2, N2
2. Electrochemistry
Specific Objectives
– Describe the mechanism of electrolysis.
– Identify the role of electrodes in application of electrolysis.
2.1 Basic Concepts of Electrolysis
 Electrolyte, types of electrolyte - strong and weak electrolyte, their difference.
 Ionisation and electrolytic dissociation, Arrhenius theory of electrolytic dissociation, degree of
ionization, factors affecting degree of ionization. Definitions of electrolytic cell, electrodescathode, anode, electrode potential-oxidation potential and reduction potential.
2.2




Electrolysis
Mechanism of electrolysis - Electrolysis, electrochemical series for cations and anions.
Mechanism of electrolysis of CuSO4 solution by using platinum electrodes and copper electrodes
Applications of electrolysis - Electroplating of silver, electro refining of blister copper.




Faraday's laws of electrolysis: Faraday's first and second law, relation between electrochemical
equivalent and chemical equivalent, Numericals.
pH and pOH:
Definition of pH, pOH, pH Scale, Numericals.

3. Metals and Alloys
Specific Objectives
 Identify the properties of metals and alloys related to engineering applications.
 Describe the process of extraction of metals.
3.1 Metals
 Occurrence of metals in free and combined state, definitions - mineral, ore, gangue, flux and slag,
metallurgy.
 Metallurgy - Detailed Flow chart for extraction of metal,
 Important extraction processes-Concentration-gravity separation, electromagnetic separation,
froth floatation, calcination and roasting, Reduction-smelting, aluminothermic process, Refiningpoling, electrorefining.
 Mechanical properties of metals - Hardness, ductility, malleability, tensile strength, toughness,
machinability, weldability, forging, soldering, brazing, castability.
3.2





Alloys
Definition, purposes of making alloys with examples.
Preparation methods - Fusion, Compression
Classification of Alloys - Ferrous and non ferrous alloys with examples.
Examples of alloys - Composition, properties and applications of duralumin, Woods metal, babbit
metal.

4. Non-metallic Engineering Materials
Specific Objectives:
– Distinguish between thermosoftening and thermosetting plastics.
– List the properties of rubber
– State the applications of thermal insulators.
4.1 Polymers (Plastics, Rubber)
 Plastics: Definition of plastic, polymer, polymerisation, types of polymerisation with examples.
Types of plastic - thermo softening plastics and thermosetting plastics and their difference,
properties and applications of plastics.
 Rubber: Types of rubber.
 Natural Rubber - definition, drawbacks of natural rubber, vulcanization of rubber with chemical
reaction, applications of vulcanized rubber.
 Synthetic rubber - definition, difference between natural and synthetic rubber, examples of
synthetic rubber, properties of synthetic rubber like -elasticity, tack, and abrasion resistance, their
definition and related applications.
4.2 Thermal Insulators
 Thermal Insulators - Definition, characteristics of thermal insulators, classification - organic and
inorganic thermal insulators, their examples, preparation, properties and applications of
thermocole and glasswool.
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